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RECTORS, VICARS, PATRONS AND PARISHES 
Part 4
Rectors, Vicars and Advowsons
Patrons and appointing a new incumbent

The process set out by Alexander III provided, in the first instance, for the patron to present the name of the clerk to the bishop asking him to admit him to the church. The patron had six months from the vacancy arising, then as now, to make his nomination and. if he failed to do so, for whatever reason, the patronage lapsed to the bishop. 

Second, having secured the bishop’s nominal assent, the bishop himself was required to examine the qualifications of the applicant clerk to determine whether there might be any impediment to his appointment. A very basic standard of literacy and religious practice was required, but if no obstacle stood in the applicant’s way the bishop would proceed to admit  the clerk, as requested. The clerk was now given letters of admission signifying his elevation and was sometimes invested with a symbol of his office, such as a ring, although this practice has now been discontinued.  When the church was in the bishop’s sole gift and no external patron was involved, the process was known as collation.

The third stage in Alexander III’s process was induction, which followed hard upon the bishop instructing the archdeacon or other diocesan official to introduce the new incumbent into his church This was a ceremonial occasion which was intended to put the new man in corporal possession of the church, in person and at the church itself and made him responsible for all services and, specifically, the upkeep of the chancel.

That meant, therefore that the parish community was responsible for the nave and explains why both that so many chancels are the oldest surviving part of so many parish churches, and why the nave is almost always the most recent addition. Congregations were first made responsible for maintaining the nave in the first quarter of the thirteenth century in statutes issued by  King Henry III  between 1222 and 1228. We know that church congregations in Bristol were made responsible for their naves in 1261 and that from 1267 churchwardens, first recorded in Exeter diocese, were enjoined to maintain the naves in their churches..

These changes had a profound effect upon the architecture of English parish churches. While chancels so often  remained untouched, naves, the public part of a church, serving many different purposes in the middle ages, as meeting halls, covered markets and many other roles as well as having a liturgical purpose, were frequently remodelled at parish expense, often in an attempt to keep up with the latest architectural fashion.  Many patrons were effectively excluded from their parish churches by the post twelfth century movements for religious change,  and only in exceptional circumstances played an active role. Only the wealthiest patrons could afford to take a direct hand but  they were, in turn, often responsible for the most architecturally significant  of English parish churches. 

St Mary Redcliffe in Bristol is often cited as an outstanding example of a single minded patron’s architectural triumph made possible by the successes of Bristol’s overseas trade with Gascon wine merchants, but there were many others, even in this region. An early instance is Melbourne parish church in Derbyshire which was a principal foundation of the bishops of Carlisle, while, in Staffordshire, Eccleshall parish church was the result of the patronage of the bishops of Lichfield/Coventry and Lichfield, whose castle stood close by. Acton Burnell in Shropshire was the work of its most famous son, Robert Burnell, Edward I’s chancellor, who became bishop of Bath and Wells and also contributed to the building of another impressive  late thirteenth-century parish church at Nantwich in Cheshire. The availability of sudden wealth- especially as a result of successful campaigns in the Hundred Years War accounted for several fourteenth-century masterpieces hereabouts. Clifton Campville near Tamworth was built by Richard de Stafford, brother of the first earl of Stafford, as a single unified conception. Like his brother, he was a very successful war captain, pouring his wealth into the construction of his parish church, while Bunbury in Cheshire was rebuilt as a chantry chapel and personal glorification of Hugh Calverley, another Hundred Years war captain who made his fortune at the expense of the inhabitants of Armagnac and whose magnificent alabaster tomb still graces the chancel there.

Patrons could therefore exercise a considerable measure of control through their wealth and social standing well into recent times, particularly if they were resident in the parish, as many of the Sneyds of Keele were, but only to the extent that they complied with Pope Alexander’s twelfth-century decrees. Absentee patrons forfeited their rights to the bishop.

[Note: at the recent appointment of a new incumbent to Keele (2011) the diocesan bishop acted in the absence of a patron. The last patron, Howard Sneyd died in 2010 and no successor patron was nominated before the vacant living came to be filled. Sneyd left three possible claimants to the patronage, and late in 2011 the family nominated John Howard-Sneyd  of Connecticut as the new patron of the living. Mr Henry Howard-Sneyd visited St John's on 29 January 2012].
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